A GUIDE TO BUYING AND SELLING FIREARMS ONLINE

Making a purchase of any kind online comes with a certain level of convenience. It also comes with a level of responsibility for buyers and sellers. More often now, than ever, firearms owners are buying and selling firearms online. Some use established websites. Others use social media platforms to broker their transactions. The following is a list of best practices to consider when buying and selling online.

CONFIRM THAT BUYERS/SELLERS HAVE A VALID PAL

• BUY AND SELL WITH WEBSITES WHICH YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH

• KNOW WHO YOU ARE DEALING WITH -- ASK QUESTIONS AND LEARN AS MUCH AS YOU CAN ABOUT THE BUYER/SELLER

• BUYERS/SELLERS : IF POSSIBLE, ARRANGE TO MEET FACE-TO-FACE AT A MUTUALLY AGREED UPON LOCATION TO COMPLETE THE TRANSACTION

• BUYERS/SELLERS: ATTEMPT TO ARRANGE VERBAL CONTACT WITH THEOTHER PARTY TO CONFIRM AUTHENTICITY OF THE TRANSACTION

• BE WARY IF BUYER/SELLER IS EVASIVE; ISN’T WILLING TO MEET FACE-TO-FACE; OR SPEAK OVER THE PHONE

• BUYERS: BE WARY OF SHARING SECURE PERSONAL INFORMATION ONLINE (I.E. SOCIAL INSURANCE NUMBER, CREDIT CARD NUMBER, ETC.)

• BUYERS: ARRANGE FOR INSPECTION OF FIREARM(S) BEFORE TRANSFERRING FUNDS OR COMPLETING PURCHASE. DO NOT TRANSFER MONEY BEFOREHAND

• SELLERS: DO NOT PROVIDE BUYER WITH FIREARM WITHOUT PROPER PAYMENT ARRANGEMENT

• BUYERS/SELLERS: ENGAGE IN COMPARATIVE SHOPPING BEFORE LISTING OR PURCHASING A FIREARM ONLINE